Introduction
Information is always important to every one of us ever since the beginning of human history. Every day, we hope to get different categories information to boost the quality of our lives. Maybe, one of the most important forms of the information is digital images. And for these images, the most important things what we care about, maybe, is the content of the images. It is well know that almost all the images nowadays are digital images, and the content of images should be the shape, texture and colors. Obviously, among them, the texture information is most outstanding, because this part has many detailed information hence can affect us determination [1] . So the very import topic which is how we can characterize the features of textures in images and how we can recognize them.
Ever since the FFT was implemented by computers about fifty years ago, the FFT method was widely used in digital image texture classification problems. And then, about thirty years ago, the development of wavelet transform make wavelet based texture image classification and retrieval problem much more depended on the new super strong tool [2] [3] [4] . And due to the weakness of direction resolution, many stronger tools suitable for two and three dimensional signals were developed rapidly. They are contourlet, bandelet, wedgelet, shearlet, beamlet, etc. It should be noted that contourlet [5] is promising and has been extended into several advanced versions, including non-subsampled contourlet transform [6] , contourlet-2.3, contourlet-1.3, dual tree complex contourlet transform, etc, the motivation is shift invariant level and localized character. And all the transforms have been studied on how to characterize the features of textures in digital images. The basic process of the transform based methods including the same steps like: (1) Feature extraction in transform domain. (2) Compare the feature of the query image with the features in the database and get the most similar objects [7] .
With the development of transformed based methods, space domain based method was developed very rapidly at the same time. Maybe, the most outstanding one is local binary pattern (LBP) which was demonstrated in 2002 by Ojala [8] . Space domain local descriptors become more and more import during the past fifteen years due to the simplicity and capability to extract texture features. Several modified versions of LBP were proposed in the last few years, including LBP variance (LBPV), complete LBP (CLBP ) and adaptive LBP (ALBP). Inspired by the idea of LBP and its variances, Oscar, Enrique, et al proposed a booster (LOSIB) for texture classification, and they combine the booster with Haralick, Hu, Zernike moments, LBP, LBPV, ALBP, CLBP, and get significant improvements [9] . In this paper, we will use the feature called LOSIB to improve the contourlet based texture image retrieval rates by combining LOSIB and the statistics parameters including mean, standard deviation, L1-energy, L2-energy, skewness, and kurtosis. And in the system, we use Canberra distance to measure the difference of different images.
Feature vectors
In this work, we use two kinds of features. The first kind feature comes from all the subbands coefficients in contourlet domain. That is, we first transform an image into contourlet domain, then, for each subband, we calculate one statistical parameter for the coefficients, and cascade them to form feature vector for the image. As we all know, there are lots of statistical parameters and they can be used to characterize the texture distributions. Here, we will use the following parameters: mean, standard deviation, L1-energy, L2-energy, skewness, and kurtosis. For clarity, we list the index of each feature in table one for reference later. And from Eq.1~Eq.6 defined all the contourlet domain features. 
Where s and k denote the index of scale and direction, M,N stand for the row and column number of the sub-band coefficients, W is the coefficient of row M and column N in sub-band indexed by s and k, µ and represent mean and standard deviation, respectively. So the number of contourlet domain is the number of subbands plus 1, here 1 arises from the low frequency subband.
The second kind feature comes from local oriented statistics information booster. As the authors mentioned, the parameters for the booster including radius and the number of neighbors should be determined by some special criteria [9] . For different kind of images, maybe the parameters should be different. The texture descriptor can be expressed as Eq.7. 
R and P denote the radius and the number of neighbors, respectively. g c and g p are the gray levels of the center and neighbor pixels. x c and y c are the coordinates of the center pixel. M and N are the columns and rows of the image. So the number of LOSIB features for an image equals to P.
The dimension of the features for an image is the sum of contourlet feature and LOSIB feature.
Experimental results
According to the opinion of the parameters of LOSIB features as we talked above, we could not determine the radius and the number of neighbors of the central pixels, we did some numeric experiments on Brodatz Album [10] to test how to choose the two parameters. First, we choose radius value as 1, and the number of neighbors from 3 to 14, and only use the LOSIB features; we can get the retrieval rates as shown in table 2. Table 2 It should be noted that the retrieval rates is defined as Eq.8.
( (8) In Eq.8, q=1744, R(p) denotes the average retrieval rate for each p ∈ {16, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90,100}, hence 10 retrieval results can be acquired. S(p, i) is the number of images belong to the correct group when the i-th image used as query image.
From table 2 we can see that if radius equals to 1, the number of neighbors can be chosen as 8.
Next, we combine LOSIB feature with the six statistical parameters one by one, and get the retrieval rates shown in table 3. From table 3, we can see that LOSIB can improve every statistical parameter results from contourlet domain by different degrees. It should be noted that in table 3, F1-F6 means the contourlet subband statistical parameters, and Fx_L means the combination features of LOSIB and the corresponding contourlet parameters with the index x. The decomposition structure parameters of contourlet transform here from coarsest to finest scale, the number of direction subbands are 4, 4, 8. In the contourlet transform, the directional and pyramid filter type are "pkva".
Conclusions
Texture image retrieval problem is an ongoing hot topic for information retrieval system. In this paper, a new approach was proposed to construct texture feature vectors. The vector is a combination of 
